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Presentation 
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The Problem: Hidden Metadata
Currently carefully curated metadata in GLAMs often isolated in various silos

● MARC-based library catalogs
● PDF finding aids
● Authority records in traditional catalogs and digital repositories

Linked data has been proposed as a solution to de-silo this rich metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Years ago there was much focus in librarianship on uncovering hidden collections, but discovery of metadata hidden in silos is also significant, considering how much time and limited financial resources libraries have invested to describe their collections. This includes legacy schemas and formats such as your traditional MARC format records, PDF finding aids, and especially authority records. These silos, especially for authority data, often require extensive training to use and aren’t even available to all the users. Pictured below is a screenshot of one of those authority records for our faculty. Such hidden data cannot be utilized to its full potential. Over the past decade, linked data has been proposed as a solution to provide context and connections in our metadata, but has proven elusive for most institutions to implement.



Wikidata as a Possible Solution?
● Linked open data platform
● Easy to use graphical interface
● Stability: Created in 2012 as 

part of the Wikimedia 
Foundation

● Ready-made infrastructure 
(Wikibase) & ontology

● Shared values of knowledge 
creation

● SPARQL querying
● Used by Google and other 

agents (Siri, etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter Wikidata which has caught the attention of many GLAM institutions as a relatively low-entry barrier way to work with linked data. Pictured to the right is a screenshot of the first few properties for Sandra Cisneros. The graphical interface enables editors to work without requiring knowledge of linked data concepts such as triples or RDF. It was created in 2012 as an initiative of the Wikimedia foundation and runs on Wikibase, which is the same platform run by Wikipedia. Both the GLAM world and Wikidata believe in the importance of knowledge creation and curation. You can query using SPARQL, and there are quite a few user-friendly ways to learn and perform queries. Last but not least, it is not a matter of building something and hoping the search engines will find it. Wikidata is already used by Google and other agents, such as Siri.



Program for Cooperative Cataloging Wikidata Pilot

● Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC): International 
coalition focused on metadata in GLAM institutions

● Goals of PCC pilot
o Comparing ease of use and benefits of Wikidata to other registries (LCNAF, ISNI)
o Assessing the productivity and quality assurance tools that exist (or should exist)
o Learning about the culture of the Wikidata community

● Benefits to our library
o Gaining familiarity of working 
o Applying linked data knowledge gained over the past years 
o Bringing more visibility to affiliated persons, organizations, collections, and projects 

within our university 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the summer of 2020, the Program for Cooperative Cataloging  issued calls for any GLAM institution, whether they were a PCC member or not, to participate in a Wikidata pilot project of their choosing. We committed to this pilot for all the reasons listed here. It provided both a learning experience and an avenue of participation in linked data that generated clear results in terms of increased visibility.



Pilot Project Introductions



Increasing visibility of faculty and collections
● Faculty

○ Participate in creating/enhancing Wikidata items for faculty 
outside the traditional authority silo

● University Archives oral history collections
○ Increase access and visibility to oral histories by creating 

entries with rich biographical information not easily discovered 
otherwise 

● Wittliff Collection finding aids
○ Increase access and visibility to collection by linking to PDF 

finding aids

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All three projects, despite their diverse focus, share a key purpose of increasing visibility. First included creating Wikidata items for faculty at our institution. The second one was an oral history collection in University Archives. Finally, we strove to increase visibility of our special Wittliff collections by linking to PDF finding aids.



Texas State University Faculty Project: 
Identity Management Orientation
● Using identifiers instead of 

unique strings (names)
○ Strings → Things

● Using data external to 
library silos

● Empowering communities 
to create own items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the faculty project, we were very much interested in adopting an approach that’s been gaining traction lately. Identity management, as you might guess by its name, includes using identifiers instead of text strings to distinguish authors. Using the linked data parlance, linking to things as opposed to strings is preferable. Second, linking to data outside library silos will facilitate the connections which linked data depends on so critically.  Finally, identity management in the linked data environment empowers institutions, such as university libraries, in creating items for their communities. In many ways, we are the most motivated and often best positioned to create such records. 



Hub of Identifiers
Snippet of identifiers for Dr. Jill Pruetz: 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1172717
6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of identifiers, Wikidata is increasingly being known as a hub of identifiers. Here’s a screenshot of just some of the identifiers found on one faculty record. 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q11727176


University Archives 
oral history 
collection

● Bring attention to oral histories and the rich demographical data that exists for 
the participants 

○ Bits and pieces of demographic data in several places, spreadsheets (not publicly available), 
website, the collection or PDF finding aid (not easily searched)

● Go to where the people already are, Wikipedia and Wikidata
● Help us connect these oral histories to other collections, increasing exposure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal was to Bring attention to oral histories and the rich demographical data that exists for the participants The archives has bits and pieces of demographic data in several places, spreadsheets (not publicly available), website, the collection or PDF finding aid (not easily searched) Wikidata is searched by more people, we wanted to go to where they already are. And help us connect our oral histories to other archival collections, either at Texas State or other institutions. 



Wittliff Collections finding aids and archival resources

● Focusing primarily on adding 
links to finding aids

○ Where no Wikidata item exists a 
new one is created

● Generating more exposure for 
finding aids, associated 
collections, and the Wittliff 
Collections as a whole

○ Raising awareness for Wittliff 
archival holdings and associated 
entities

● Ultimately, creating a single 
base for all publicly available 
biographical data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Wittliff Collections project focus is primarily adding links to finding aids, creating a Wikidata item where none currently exist. The intent of the project is to generate more exposure for finding aids, associated collections and the Wittliff Collections as a whole, raising awareness for Wittliff archival holdings and associated entities while ultimately creating a single base for all publicly available biographical data.



Methodologies



Methodologies
● Each project worked independently according to expertise
● Researched and compiled data from multiple sources  and created 

spreadsheets, i.e. faculty, special collections, oral history subjects
● Created data models via WikiProjects template: 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Te
xas_State_University_Libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our methods varied, but we shared some commonalities.. Each project was worked on independently according to expertise, we all researched and compiled data from multiple sources and created spreadsheets for are data. We also made data models specific to each project. The PCC Pilot encouraged all the participants to setup a WikiProjects page, which proved extremely helpful for documentation purposes.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libraries


Data Model for Oral History Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, Here’s the data model on our Wikiprojects page for the oral history project with properties we wanted to make sure we included as well as usage notes. The more data you add, the more likely if will be included in a query.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wikidata has a few specific properties of note that are usual for special collections and archives.    When we first started this project. There were two relevant properties: Has works in collection and archives at. And through collaboration with the PCC pilot project, they proposed a new property in Wikidata, oral history at, which was approved with community support last spring.o   Wittliff and University Archives used a combination of these properties§  Archives at if had full finding aid at Txstate or another institution.§  Has works and now oral histories at for oral histories or interviews within collections          



Methods and Goals

● Editing items
○ Manually edited existing records OR
○ Used tools such as OpenRefine or Quick Statements to bulk create 

Wikidata items
● Goals:

○ Faculty project: Create/edit records for at least 100 faculty
○ Oral History project: Create or enhance records for the subjects of the 

Texas150 Oral History collection (70)
○ Wittliff project: Add “Archives at” property for finding aids on A-Z index 

(152) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we settled on a data model unique to each project. We started to editing items - either manually or using tools such as Open Refine or Quick Statements to bulk create or edit Wikidata items.The goals for each project are listed here.



Wittliff Archives Collections
● Of the 152 archives in our Southwestern Writers 

Collection 7 remain to be reviewed
● Analyzing each archive individually to determine need for 

entry
○ Once current list is complete, Wittliff Gallery’s photographer collection will be assessed

● Including reference links to Wittliff Collections, the University 
Libraries repository and other archival institutions as needed

○ Both Wittliff Collections and the repository sites are being monitored for added collections and 
available biographical data during the current finding aid transitional period
■ Updates result in earlier Wittliff Writers project list to be outdated

● Ex.  Sergio Troncoso Papers added after the project list was pulled

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Wittliff Collections archives are approached as individuals, meaning 152 archives in the Southwestern Writers Collections must be analyzed separately to determine need for entry. Only 7 of those 152 remain to be analyzed and once complete the project will then shift to the photographer portion of the Wittliff. Each entry will include a link to both the Wittliff Collections and the University Libraries repository in an attempt to prevent loss of access during a time when finding aids are migrating to ArchiveSpace. However, because archives are constantly being added to the Collections, a need for monitoring both sites for new holdings and newly added biographical data remains.



Impacts



Faculty metadata now on linked data graph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We exceeded our goals of creating or enhancing 100 faculty items, thanks to a number of staff, including our music cataloger, and we’re still going strong. Pictured is a snippet of a query transformed to graph form.  https://w.wiki/4Knh 



Faculty also linked to their digital scholarship
10/31/21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, we also link faculty to any scholarly articles found found on Wikidata through a tool called Author Disambiguator. Pictured here is a screenshot from another tool called Scholia which provides an interface with visualizations from queries: https://scholia.toolforge.org/organization/Q1495387 



Service to university

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a college campus you often see news reports of faculty accomplishments, and these notices provided another opportunity to investigate if they had or needed a Wikidata record. This one led to the enhancement of a record for a microbiologist at Texas State. So not only is it helping us get the word out about their research, but also involves us in getting the word out about researchers and their work through Wikidata.



Tangible results in search results
We have seen an increase in Google rankings, particularly for those faculty with names easily 
confused with other entities: For instance, a search of “Clay Green” yielded shoes:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Clay Green in the Biology Department was upstaged by shoes of the same name on an initial search before work was done on a Wikidata item.



Dr. Clay Green two weeks after Wikidata work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, two weeks after the Wikidata result, Dr. Clay Green became the first result which also included a small knowledge panel. 



University Archives oral histories impact:
In the beginning

Now, all 70 participants have rich entries that link out to related collections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only 3 of my oral history participants had Wikipedia/Wikidata entries when I initially surveyed. Now all 70 participants have entities on Wikidata, with links to our oral history website and relevant collections at the university and elsewhere, as well as to identifiers like NACO or SNAC. In addition to entries for participants I also created other relevant pages like for the Piper Professor Award, in order to link them . This has added visibility Txstate U website and ArchivesSpace.



Ruth Bain example
Bain was interviewed for one of our oral 
history projects, but we don't have her 
papers.

Wikidata allows us to connect both of 
these.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example:o   With notable physician Ruth Bain, We don’t have a collection related to her, but Austin History Center does, so I added the archives at property with the finding aid link, while adding the has works property with our interview.  This links materials on her together in one place.https://www.univarchives.txstate.edu/research-collections/core-collections/070-media-artifacts/media-oral-history/oral-history-name-index/bain-ruth.html

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q100347513


Texas 150 Oral History collection monthly 
Digital Collections usage statistics

Links and data collection started 

Creating entries and adding links to Wikidata [

Website options:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I do not have great statistics on the oral history website, where I was linking to in the wikidata record. But we can see an effect on transcript items views on our Digital collections platform, even though we are not linking directly to it.Links and data collection started in september 2020. I started to learn and create the data model in Wikidata in October, but majority entities were created and edited December through March.�While item view went up, downloads went down. Presumably because users were coming from the website page which gives two options to view the transcript - PDF on the Digital Collections site, or view on another HTML webpage. We suspect users, upon finding out they had to download to view the PDF, went back to the website to view it



Wittliff Archives Collections
● Wikidata impacting technical 

user
○ Revisiting entities to assess 

need for additional data
○ Adding values to existing 

popular entities
■ Ex. Lonesome Dove 

(mini-series) ‘cast 
member’ property

○ Recognizing the need for the 
creation of more linked data to 
yield high returns and inspire 
wide data creation that benefits 
all users 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of the difficulty in measuring impacts on the end user, the Wittliff Collections project analyzes impacts on the technical user. In order to maintain accuracy and availability, entries are being revisited to assess the need for additional data, impacting the time allotted for analyzing new collections. Furthermore, highly visible and popular aspects of the Collections are being accessed to add value to current entities, such as adding more ‘cast member’ properties to Lonesome Dove’s Wikidata page. At the forefront of impacts on the technical user is the recognition that there is a need to create more linked data to yield high returns and inspire wide data creation that benefits all users. 



Additional work Wikidata is inspiring
● Incorporating the addition of InfoBoxes in Wikipedia pages for 

individuals
● Editing Wikipedia pages after discovering errors in Wittliff Collections 

references

○ Corrected spelling and added link to Wittliff Collections

● Linking existing Wikidata pages to relevant individual’s page 
(ex. Wilson M. Hudson’s encyclopedia entry)

○ Hudson lacked an entry in Wikidata but was present in 
article as “author name string’

○ Creation of individual page resulted in ability to link 
Hudson as ‘author’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inclusiveness of Wittliff Collections and Wikidata sparks creating even more access points. Recently, the project began incorporating the addition of Infoboxes in Wikipedia for individuals having existing pages. Also, upon discovering errors in Wikipedia pages for Wittliff Collections references, editing Wikipedia pages became an additional aspect of the project. Rather than focusing simply on Wittliff entities, as was the instance at the project’s beginning, the project is now also linking existing pages to newly created pages for Wittliff entities, such as the existing Andy Adams encyclopedia entry authored by a Wittliff archive holding of Wilson M. Hudson, who lacked a Wikidata page. Creating the individual’s page allowed the two to be linked as ‘author’ to ‘notable work’ and vise versa.



Wikidata inspires even more
● Discovering and correcting bot data 

errors
● Reconciling missing properties in 

linked pages
○ Connecting related entities to one another

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incorporating editing of existing pages into the project allows for the discovery and correction of bot data errors, also. Such as with author Christopher Cook whose Twitter data previously belonged to an actor of the same name. Additionally, although publicly available, author Christopher Cook’s page lacked the ‘spouse’ property even though the spouse had an individual page. Cook’s Twitter data was corrected and a ‘spouse’ property was added to both Cook’s and Pinosova’s individual pages.



SPARQL query
Wittliff Collections’ visibility in
comparison with all US
participants.

Only includes pages with
an ‘Archives at’ property.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a visual of the Wittliff project’s contribution to Wikidata in comparison with all US participants, here is a recent SPARQL query limited only to those pages having an ‘Archives at’ property but, as Nicole mentioned, the project often uses the ‘has works in the collection’ property rather than ‘Archives at.’



Challenges and Conclusion



Addressing the learning curve

● Defining properties
○ Ex. Difference between start/end time and point in 

time qualifiers 
● Unavailable or undefined headings

○ Leads to a need to create more pages
■ Cannot link to an item that does not exist

○ Experienced primarily in the ‘Awards received’ 
property

● Revisiting pages created early in the project to 
apply newly learned skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major concern for Texas State University’s project participants is the learning curve. For example, defining properties is often confusing and provided definitions can be unclear, leading to the usage of incorrect properties and flagged data. Additionally, headings valid in collections are often not defined as such in Wikidata. As an example, the Texas Institute of Letters has been defined in finding aids as both a society and an award but Wikidata defines it as only a society. Therefore, while Wikidata allows for the heading to be included in ‘Awards received’ property the heading gets flagged for Potential issues. Skills needed have proved to develop over time, although, this leads to a need to revisit earlier created pages to apply these skills.



Data maintenance

● Keeping up with changes
○ Now we need to go back and update with new ArchivesSpace links
○ TARO finding aids - new platform and the redirect will only work for a few 

months 
○ Migration: Future plans for new Digital Collection repository platform 

● General link rot
● Bots adding PII (Personal Identifiable Information)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data maintenance is not a new thing, we have to do that in our silios too.We just recently launched our instance of Archivespace, and now we will have to go back to edit the finding aid link (no longer PDFs). The regional finding aid aggregator, TARO, has also moved platforms and the redirect links will only be good for so long. Finally, the differences can be seen as both a strength and challenge. For instance, we can’t do it all, so it’s great to see that others can enhance our records. But that’s a double-edged sword, as you can’t restrict the data added, even if you would prefer to for PII: Personal Identifiable Information, or privacy reasons. We deliberately decided not to add birthdates to our faculty items on records even if they appear in authority data. However, a particular bot did not get the memo, which led it to retrieve the birthdate from VIAF and insert it into the Wikidata record. This type of change is representative of the complexity of working with a large cooperative platform.



Addressing questions of sustainability
● Can be difficult to find time in existing workflow

○ Side project status 
● However, library silo systems aren’t sustainable and also relatively 

invisible. What makes the most sense to put our efforts toward?
● Wikidata exposes our data to the public and others can build upon it, breaking 

down silos. It’s what makes Wikidata a good resource.



Further Considerations & Avenues
● Investigating adding citations to Wikidata

○ Titles from faculty authors and the Wittliff Writers archive
○ Articles from digital journals to Wikidata

● Assessment of Wikidata work
● Continue developing expertise in finding aids
● Expand editing in Wikipedia
● How to incorporate Wikidata into our platforms?
● Project’s future

○ Adding images to Wikimedia Commons to assist in further differentiating between 
entities

○ Periodic quality control to ensure links remain active
○ Edit or create new pages as more archives become available
○ Explore the possibility of using Wikidata as base for storing local authority records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some further avenues include adding citations to Wikidata, whether they be books or articles. The library community would ideally come up with how to access Wikidata work, so we can have evidence that this work is valuable and should continue. What kind of best practices can we develop? We’ll also have to contend with maintenance on our links as many of our archive finding aids will have link changes. Editing in Wikipedia, whether through info-boxes or editing the articles, seems like a next logical step to make sure some of the work in Wikidata is being populated in Wikipedia. Finally, a question that’s been percolating is how to make the enhancements in Wikidata benefit our databases, make the information round-trip so to speak. 



Conclusion
● Time consuming - rabbit hole of possibilities
● Wikidata can increase visibility
● Forward thinking data initiatives
● Allows us to serve our institution better 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, while the learning curve is steep and the work can be time consuming with the rabbit hole of possibilities, Wikidata can increase visibility for our collections and our faculty members. It allows us to be a part of forward thinking data initiatives instead of accepting the status quo. And ultimately doing this work allows us to serve our institutions better.The next few slides have resources pertinent to this project and reading and information list on Wikidata.Let us know if you have any questions 



Sites specific to project
Bulk data entry guides for OpenRefine and QuickStatements: 
https://digital.library.txstate.edu/handle/10877/13529

PCC Wikidata Pilot meetings: Meeting Notes, Slides & Recordings

LD4 Affinity Group page: Wikidata:WikiProject LD4 Wikidata Affinity 
Group/Affinity Group Calls

Texas State Wikidata PCC pilot page with data models: Wikidata:WikiProject PCC 
Wikidata Pilot/Texas State University Libraries

https://digital.library.txstate.edu/handle/10877/13529
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=187174065
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_LD4_Wikidata_Affinity_Group/Affinity_Group_Calls
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libraries


Further reading
Allison-Cassin, S., & Scott, D. (2018). Wikidata: A platform for your library’s linked open 
data.     Code4Lib Journal, 40. https://journal.code4lib.org/articles/13424

Bianchini, C., Bargioni, S., & Girolamo, C. C. P. di S. (2021). Beyond VIAF: Information 
Technology and Libraries, 40(2), Article 2. https://doi.org/10.6017/ital.v40i2.12959

Carlson, S., Lampert, C., Melvin, D., & Washington, A. (2020). Linked data for the perplexed 
librarian.

Cooey, N. (2019). Leveraging Wikidata to Enhance Authority Records in the EHRI Portal. 
Journal of Library Metadata, 19(1–2), 83–98. https://doi.org/10.1080/19386389.2019.1589700

Lemus-Rojas, M., & Odell, J. D. (2018). Creating Structured Linked Data to Generate 
Scholarly Profiles: A Pilot Project using Wikidata and Scholia. Journal of Librarianship and 
Scholarly Communication, 6(1). https://doi.org/10.7710/2162-3309.2272

https://journal.code4lib.org/articles/13424
https://doi.org/10.6017/ital.v40i2.12959
https://doi.org/10.1080/19386389.2019.1589700
https://doi.org/10.7710/2162-3309.2272


Further reading

Ruttenberg, J. (2019). ARL White Paper on Wikidata: Opportunities and 
Recommendations. 60. https://www.arl.org/resources/arl-whitepaper-on-wikidata/

Shenoy, K., Ilievski, F., Garijo, D., Schwabe, D., & Szekely, P. (2021). A Study of the 
Quality of Wikidata. ArXiv:2107.00156 [Cs]. http://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156

Tharani, K. (2021). Much more than a mere technology: A systematic review of 
Wikidata in libraries. The Journal of Academic Librarianship, 47(2), 102326. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.acalib.2021.102326

Vrandecic, D. (2013). The Rise of Wikidata. IEEE Intelligent Systems, 28(4), 90–95. 
https://doi.org/10.1109/MIS.2013.119

https://www.arl.org/resources/arl-whitepaper-on-wikidata/
http://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.acalib.2021.102326
https://doi.org/10.1109/MIS.2013.119


Questions?

Mary Aycock, mba18@txstate.edu

Nicole Critchley, ncritchley@txstate.edu

Amanda Scott, als3@txstate.edu

https://digital.library.txstate.edu/handle/10877/14815
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https://digital.library.txstate.edu/handle/10877/14815
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